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SALES CONSULTANCY 
 

Subject Line:  *SIGH* You were right.... 

{FName}, 

There have been some whispers from the underbrush that have made their way back home 
to us, and today I'm going to confirm that yes, your suspicions were correct. 

Can't say too much, but the free sales training we're hosting in a couple weeks is going to 

feature a VERY prominent marketing influencer, known for his high net-worth and celebrity 
status in the sales-o-sphere. 

If you've studied marketing or sales, you've definitely heard his name tossed around. 

When this dude talks, people listen. 

Probably because he created the #1 sales system.... in the WORLD! 

Basically he's a real-life Wolf of Wall Street, minus the overdosing on weird drugs and 
prison sentence. 

If you want to hear him talk specifically about the sales process of closing gym members, 

full of veteran tips and tricks from someone at the highest echelon of success, then click 

here to get your free seat for this virtual event. 

Without exaggeration, this will be the most valuable event we've ever done, and when we 
officially launch it to the masses, it will fill up *like that*. 

Your only other chance to consume this guy's wisdom is to pony up $2,000 - $10,000 for 
one of his elite training programs. 
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But today, you can skip all that, beat the crowd and secure your seat at the table for this 
one-time FREE event. 

Slam this registration page like your life depends on it. 

Dante 
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Subject Line:  Sales secrets from the #1 Grandmaster 

{FName}, 

Some say the best way to learn is by making mistakes. 

I say, the best way to learn is from other people's mistakes. 

With that in mind, we recruited the #1 sales and marketing coach IN THE WORLD to run an 
online training for you. 

He's spent 30 years as an A++ salesman, sales trainer, and bestselling author, and he'll be 
the first tell you he's made every mistake in the book. 

So you don't have to. 

Together, we're going to be covering the specific, word-for-word strategies that turn gym 

prospects into high-ticket, long-term members. And it's coming straight from the mouth of 
THE sales grandmaster himself. 

Oh, did I mention it's FREE? 

You're gonna learn: 

The ONLY thing you should focus on during the face-to-face consultation (it's not what you 
think). 

The grotesquely expensive mistake 99% of gyms commit during a sales presentation – and 
then they're oblivious when the sale doesn't close. 

The one sentence prospects are waiting to hear in order to catapult them from “maybe” to 

“yes.” 

The dumb-simple secret formula of persuasion that will double your closing rate overnight. 

How, what and when to naturally upsell, downsell, and cross-sell without raising an 

eyebrow. 
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The now-famous technique our rockstar guest has used in every sales presentation for the 
past 3 decades, earning him over $90 million. 

All this and we haven't even dropped his name yet. 

Because when we do, we know people will fawn over the star power, and register a seat 
based on that alone. 

This is your chance to secure a spot ahead of the starstruck crowd and take advantage of 

the real reason we're doing this in the first place: to make you permanently and drastically 

better at closing sales. 

Register right here. 

It's coming up fast. 

And this is only going to happen once. 


